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BESPOKE CURRENCY SOLUTIONS

Impact
As mentioned above, the initial twin supply-demand shock of the virus has now morphed into an economic sudden 
stop, with policymakers around the world taking the unprecedented step of attempting to effectively ‘hibernate’ entire 
economies during the lockdown process, before restarting things once the virus has blown over.
In the near-term, the impact of the coronavirus on the global economy is clear – a now-inevitable global recession, the 
first since 2009. The initial signs of this recession are already evident; PMI surveys have fallen to record lows in the UK, 
eurozone and US, while US jobless claims have surged to a record high.

Longer-term, however, the outlook is less clear, and dependent on two factors; the ability to which the virus can be 
controlled, and the efficacy of stimulus in aiding the eventual recovery. Hopes of a swift ‘V’ shaped recovery have now 
been dashed, with a more gradual ‘U’ shaped return to levels of output seen before the crisis hit now the base case. 
However, if monetary and fiscal stimulus prove impotent, or the virus containment measures last longer the currently 
expected, the global economy could experience more of an ‘L’ shaped recovery. One where a sharp, sudden drop in 
output is followed by a prolonged period of stagnation; in other words, a longer-lasting depression.

The coronavirus pandemic continues to roil financial markets, as investors grapple with the scale of the biggest public 
health crisis in a generation, and the economic implications of the ‘lockdown’ measures imposed to try and control the 
spread of the disease. 

The crippling economic implications of the pandemic stem from the ‘sudden stop’ effects of the lockdown measures, 
which are effectively switching off entire economies overnight; with no clear indications of when the restrictions will be 
lifted and economies can get back to some form of normality.

Spread
Having begun in China, the 
epicentre of the pandemic has 
moved swiftly westwards – first to 
Italy, then Spain, and now towards 
the US; which, at the time of 
writing, has the most confirmed 
cases of any nation worldwide. 
Furthermore, despite concerted 
efforts, there has yet to be any 
signs that the epidemic curve has 
been flattened, with cases still 
increasing at an exponential rate.

Of course, the lockdown measures will take time to have an impact on the shape of the curve – between 2 and 3 weeks. 
However, there are significant question marks over what, if any, other measures could be taken by governments if the 
curve doesn’t begin to flatten.

Confirmed COVID-19 Cases Globally    
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Monetary Response 
• Additional €120bln in QE
• €750bln ‘Pandemic Emergency 

Purchase Programme’ of asset 
purchases

• TLTRO collateral standards relaxed
• CCyB cut from 0.25% to 0.00%

Fiscal Response 
• Germany: Total €156bln spending 

inc. healthcare spending, increased 
subsidy to preserve jobs & expanded 
childcare benefits. Up to €800b loan 
guarantees

• France: €300bln state loan 
guarantees, €45bln on increased 
health spending, wage support, rent & 
utility payment postponement

• Italy: €25bln emergency package to 
strengthen health system, preserve 
jobs & fund tax deferrals 

• Spain: €8.9bln package to increase 
healthcare, research spending & 
expand unemployment benefits

The majority of these measures, especially on the monetary side, are aimed at ensuring proper market function and at 
providing ample liquidity. This is an attempt to prevent what is now the greatest public health crisis in a generation from 
spiralling into a financial crisis to end all crises.

Response
In an attempt to cushion the economic blow that the coronavirus will land, policymakers on both the monetary and 
fiscal sides have dug deep into their crisis-fighting toolkits. 

Monetary Response 
• Total 150bps worth of rate cuts, Fed 

Funds Rate now 0% - 0.25%
• Launched ‘unlimited’ QE programme
• O/n & term repo ops expanded
• Expanded USD swap lines, daily 

operation
• Launched Commercial Paper Funding 

Facility; Primary Dealer Credit Facility; 
Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity 
Facility; Primary & Secondary Market 
Corporate Credit Facilities; Term 
Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility

Fiscal Response 
• $2tln relief bill including extended 

unemployment insurance, direct 
payments to households, provide 
loans and grants to businesses

• $104bln for free virus testing, 14-
day paid sick leave & increased food 
stamp funding

• $8.3bln in ‘emergency funding’ for 
public health

• Student loan obligations suspended 
for 60 days

• Tax deadline delayed to July

Monetary Response 
• Total 65bps worth of rate cuts, Bank 

Rate now at 0.10%
• £200bln expansion of QE programme
• Term Funding Scheme introduced
• Launched Covid Corporate Financing 

Facility
• Reduced CCyB to 0% from 1%

Fiscal Response 
• £5bln additional funding for NHS
• Total £27bln measures to support 

businesses (inc tax holidays, grants & 
sick pay compensation)

• Increased universal credit payments
• Launched Coronavirus Business 

Interruption Loan Scheme – govt 
backed loans to SMEs

• Deferment of Q1 VAT payments
• 80% wage guarantees for furloughed 

workers for initial 3 months
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Furthermore, and of more concern, there have been notable dislocations in even the Treasury market, providing good 
evidence of the relentless ‘dash for cash’ recently in evidence. 

As the pandemic persists, safe-havens should maintain a steady bid. In FX, this will likely materialise in solid demand for 
the Japanese yen and Swiss franc, as well as for the US dollar. Treasuries will also continue to find support, which will 
see yields continue to fall across the curve, further depressed by the Fed’s ongoing QE programme.

In contrast, the bottom is unlikely to be in for equities just yet, with a VIX of more than 60 hardly indicating markets that 
have been becalmed. As a result of the likely further downside, high beta currencies should struggle, hence the pound, 
Aussie and Kiwi dollars will likely face headwinds.

With oil demand evaporating and supply ever-increasing, the ongoing capitulation in prices means the Norwegian krone 
and Canadian dollar will likely find bids hard to come by.

Impact
Markets remain gripped by developments surrounding the coronavirus pandemic, with the fast-moving and 
unpredictable nature of the crisis resulting in volatility surging across asset classes.

S&P 500, Gold & EUR/USD volatility indexed to 100 at the start of 2020
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1. Define your objectives
Understand your appetite 
to currency risk which can 
also be influenced by your 
cash flow requirements

2. Decide a hedging ratio
Define your hedging ratio 
appropriate for your 
business risk

3. Evaluate hedging 
approaches
Determine a hedging 
approach that best meets 
your risk management 
needs – rolling, static, or 
layered approach

4. Evaluate your plan
We will help you implement 
the right plan at the 
most optimal time whilst 
continually monitoring it 
for you

 

Follow the 4 steps below will help you understand your currency risk and plan for any FX volatility.

At Caxton we work hard with our customers to help them take control of their international payments and manage the 
inherent risk of the FX markets to ensure continued profitability.

Please feel free to call us on +44 (0) 207 201 0554 to discuss the implications of the coronavirus.


